WHO NEEDS UNIVERSITIES?*

An alien landing on Planet Earth with a view to studying law and reading successive
editorials of this Reporter might well conclude he/she/it/other had landed on the
wrong planet. How are students, academics, their managers and regulators regarded
according to this Reporter? Students, it seems, bear a strong resemblance to eggs,
after all ‘egginess mattered in the outside world. Big eggs got big jobs. Medium eggs
got quite good jobs ... small eggs were quietly forgotten’.1 Anyway egg-like students
are the lucky ones if another headline ‘MAKING STUDENTS SUFFER’ is to be taken
literally.2 Of course, life for academics must be better than this. Well, not according to
some of the multiple choice options put forward in Module 1 of the Modern
Educational Technology unit. According to this, possible definitions of a professor
include ‘a. The living dead’; and of a lecturer include: ‘a. The obvious choice when
any unrewarding, mundane or uncongenial work needs to be done’.3 These options
must be wrong anyway because according to a government minister it seems that
academic staff are believed capable of eating the bark from the trees before giving up
teaching and research.4 As for their managers, sadly, according to this same Reporter,
they appear to suffer from ‘gross personality disorders’.5 Regulators, such as the
members of the RAE panel are compared with ‘sacrifices in an Aztec temple’ that we
deliciously anticipate pampering before ‘we slit their throats and eat their hearts’.6
Our fictional alien will by now have rapidly taken off for a more congenial
environment perhaps to be found on one of the more hospitable moons of Jupiter.
There has to be tremendous sympathy for much of this.7 As a cartoon spotted in a
colleague's room put it: ‘When up to your backside in alligators it is very difficult to
remember that the original objective was to drain the swamp’.8 Yet with all the
tremendous intellectual powers available to an institution such as the Society of Legal
Scholars it does matter that we speak up with a reasoned case, and put forward
practicable solutions. Whilst the focus of much writing is upon pedagogical visions of
the law school, such writing is often less clear on issues such as who will foot the bill,
unless, of course, it is to be the state (in other words, all of us).9 Certainly,
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Universities UK see the answer in such terms.10 Of course, I must not ignore one
contribution of no less an authority than the Regius Professor of Civil Law at Oxford
University, Peter Birks, who posed the question ‘Could we get back to the not so
distant days when academics were not permitted to marry?’11 In any event, how much
sympathy can be expected from government when even as long ago as 1995/6 over
£10 billion was poured into universities?12 What I wish to do here is to make a
contribution from a perspective which will be familiar to many readers, though far
from accepted by all – that of a brief law and economics analysis13 of two issues: why
do we need universities at all and what structures would best suit research and
teaching in the 21st Century.14
The first question might well be ‘why do we need universities at all?’ After all, in the
basic economic model universities, their managers and their regulators simply would
not exist. Perhaps, neo-classical economic assumptions have never seemed so
attractive. The point is that in the world of this model individual academics and
students would enter into exchanges with each other with no need for any institutional
arrangements at all. Why doesn't the real world resemble this? Let's look at a few of
the arguments.
The first is that many universities are there to produce ‘public goods’15 and that
markets are bad at this, thereby necessitating state intervention. Yet this is an
increasingly contestable proposition as more and more universities make efforts to
‘capture’ the intellectual property their employees generate and exploit this, for
example, by encouraging participation in spin-off companies.16 It also neglects the
historical lesson that university dependence on state funding is relatively recent in
origin.17 And, of course, activities such as teaching need not take place in universities
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as usually understood.18 A similar story can be told of research: not a little of the
‘black letter’ law research turned out by university law schools scarcely breaks new
ground; in contrast, visit the web site of almost any of the UK’s leading law firms and
see the way in which they are forging ahead with innovative development of new
‘black letter’ law specialisms. More fundamentally the ‘public goods’ argument only
justifies state funding of public goods – there is no inherent reason why such goods
should be produced by universities.19 A related argument to the ‘public goods’
argument – and one which seems to inspire Universities UK20 – is, in effect, that
universities give rise to positive externalities, a sort of nice pollution of the areas they
inhabit. But even if that were true – and it has been doubted21 - that would be true of
pumping millions into almost any regional aid programme (if EC rules permitted
this); insofaras the argument is based on foreign earnings then this is, of course,
simply an argument in favour of letting market forces operate.
The second is that universities ensure public accountability for the huge sums of
money that the state pours into universities. To those familiar with company law, this
will seem an odd notion. The governance mechanism in the company is based on
accountability to shareholders within the context of a market for corporate control.
Despite all the complaints levied against this mechanism there can be little doubt that
it is more effective than the role of, say, the board of governors in ‘1992
universities’.22 The reason for this is simple. Shareholders have a financial interest in
their shares; boards of governors have none. However, crude it may seem, money can
be a very effective motivator. Indeed, all the signs exist that in universities the
principal-agent relationship23 is giving rise to the classic symptoms of moral hazard
and opportunism24, one indicator perhaps being significant increases in vicechancellor's salaries.25 The usual economic response to this is to argue for the agent's
interests to be aligned to the principal's. But how can this be done where the
principals themselves have no ownership interest? This is a major structural flaw of
1992 universities. More fundamentally, this argument only justifies controls over
fraud and waste which are inherent in many forms of organisation – there is no
inherent reason why a university structure is any more effective than others in this
regard and some justification for concluding that it is not. Further, the whole basis for
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a managerial system is the assumption that in team production it is necessary to
prevent shirking26 – but where is the evidence to support the notion that in academia
there is widespread shirking? Or that the assumptions of team production apply? If
one assumes that academics are self-motivated to teach and research out of a love for
their subject then there will be no conflict of interest and the whole superstructure of a
university should – like a pack of cards – collapse.
The third is that universities achieve economies of scale.27 Quite what these
economies of scale are is less clear. The central functions most universities are
concerned with are central management functions, finance, personnel management,
estates management, marketing and intellectual property. These functions can in turn
be classified in three ways: those which are themselves a product of increased size,
for example, central management; those which substantially duplicate functions of
autonomous or near autonomous schools/departments/centres, for example, finance,
marketing; and others which may represent facilities which might otherwise have to
be obtained in some other way. Yet it is not enough to examine economies of scale in
terms of central functions. Economies of scale relate to the production process of a
service and the question must be asked whether universities achieve these throughout
that process, including therefore individual schools/departments/centres. The evidence
is that they do not. Indeed, reality is more consistent with Niskanen's ‘bureaucracy
theory’.28 What do bureaucrats maximise? According to Niskanen, their salaries, the
size of staff working under them and their salaries, their public reputation, their perks
and their power and status. If this theory is correct then, in the absence of a market for
corporate control, one would expect university bureaucracies to grow out of control
swamping the academic function.29 In terms of law schools, it is hard to see what
economic benefits there are to having in the region of 90 universities involved with
law provision, each maintaining its own library, teaching (presumably) the same core
subjects etc.30 Why then does this sad state of affairs persist? Because market forces
are constrained in the university sector. Universities have been prevented at critical
periods from true competition through artificial caps on student numbers. Universities
are not subject to any market for corporate control. And one might add, hubris: central
university functions require a conglomerate structure underneath them to justify their
own existence: with specialisation they would not be needed.
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The fourth is that transaction costs, rather than being zero, as assumed, tend in real
life to be high. Such transaction costs stem from uncertainty, frequency, asset
specificity31 and complexity and lead to various real-life institutions and practices that
are designed to reduce contracting costs. Prominent amongst these are the
development of various types of economic organisation or firm, markets in
information and practices such as advertising and branding, markets in insurance and
risk and various legal processes. Universities on this basis are useful as a form of
economic firm to reduce the costs of multiple contracting. However, any form of
incorporated body will suffice for this purpose, and indeed many 1992 universities are
established as common or garden companies limited by guarantee. Other real-life
practises, such as the development of league tables, advertising by universities and
attempts to create brand images can also be discerned in the university sector. The
most pressing issue for universities (even if not usually discussed by reference to the
term) is that of asset specificity. Universities, perhaps more than any form of
economic organisation are called upon to make investments of this character, in terms
of human, physical, site and other dedicated assets. For example, a legal academic
encouraged to specialise in the 18th century history of the law of logs and frogs gives
rise to asset specificity and this poses problems both for the university and the legal
academic. In economic terms this is referred to as ‘bilateral dependence’.32 A party
considering making such an investment will ordinarily require incentives. To avoid
the discussion becoming too broad, the question arises as to what the legal academic
requires of an organisation. In a corporate context this would tend to involve more
equity participation and lock-in agreements. Academics might regard tenure in a
financially sound collegiately governed university a direct equivalent of this33. But
that is no longer on offer.
The fifth, which contradicts the others, is that of path dependency. Since this concept
may be less familiar to readers than other economic concepts, I will address it in the
text. Path dependency may be defined in the following way:
The increasing returns characteristic of an initial set of institutions that provide
disincentives to productive activity will create organisations and interest
groups with a stake in the existing constraints. They will shape the polity in
their interests ... they provide few rewards from the increases in the stock and
dissemination of economically useful knowledge. The subjective mental
constructs of the participants will evolve an ideology that not only rationalises
the society's structure but accounts for its poor performance. As a result the
economy will evolve policies that reinforce the existing incentives and
organisations.34
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Sounds familiar? Universities exist as they do because they have existed that way
from the beginning – in some cases perhaps for centuries - and a whole army of
people exist with reasons to preserve universities that way. They can be seen rolled
out at any university's ceremonial functions. Few universities, it seems, are too proud
to have another failed politician somewhere on their books and the political elite like
it that way. But from an economic perspective it's simply inefficient. Better perhaps
Schumpeter's theory of creative destruction.35
The second question that naturally follows is ‘what structures would best suit research
and teaching in the 21st Century?’ I would suggest we move towards the following.
University central functions/schools/ departments/research centres should be
converted into limited liability companies; shares in the central functions of the
university should be owned by the schools/departments/research centres; shares in the
schools/departments/research centres should be owned by their academic employees.
Where schools/departments/research centres believed they were getting value for
money from the central functions company they would retain its services, otherwise
they would be free under ordinary company law principles to change its management
or contract elsewhere. Where schools/departments/research centres saw advantages in
co-operating with others they could continue to do so (possibly on the basis of freely
entered long-term contracts). Otherwise, they could team up with others elsewhere in
the country. No doubt the reader will recognise immediately that this proposal spells
the effective end of universities as we know them. Since on this basis, funding for
research and teaching should where possible follow academics and students rather
than institutions, there would be no reason why any group of academics could not
simply band together and form their own educational company in a free market and
could choose whether to take higher education bureaucracy with them. Yet this, it is
submitted, would unleash a ferocious new academic energy unbridled by the
frameworks of state interference. There would be winners and losers – a process of
creative destruction – and we would see some institutions disappear. But we would
also see new forms of collaboration emerge.
Of course, the arguments which I have put forward simply address the lack of an
economic justification for universities. They are accordingly based on placing a single
value – economic efficiency – at the apex of human priorities. Against this many in
higher education will argue that other values should be pre-eminent.36 Broadly, these
alternative values can be summed up under the umbrella term of a liberal education.
They encompass such notions as the value of knowledge for its own sake rather than
as a matter of utility, the linked notion of academic freedom and the value of
collegiality, embracing notions of structure, cross-fertilisation of knowledge and
cross-subsidy of money. Some would commit the solecism of arguing for state
interference on the basis of market failure – thus recognising the importance of
efficiency in the allocation of goods and services. How can I argue against these
nostalgic visions of higher education: after all, I enjoyed revising for my
undergraduate examinations lying in the greenery of Exeter Cathedral’s grounds as
part of a Law School that would no doubt have satisfied the aspirations of those
arguing for a liberal education, propped up by a student grant kind enough to keep me
in all student conveniences. How could I dare to seek to deny this to future
35
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generations? The simple answer is that, like most nostalgic visions, it no longer holds
true. There are no more tenured academics permitted like a thousand flowers to
bloom; academic freedom for most is an opportunity to write some stultifyingly dull
piece of work to satisfy the RAE assessors; collegiality dies the moment there are
redundancies in higher education; inevitably there is a ‘we’ making ‘them’ redundant;
I am less convinced as to the role of cross-fertilisation given the omnipresence of
conferences; and cross-subsidy of money would seem unlikely to gatecrash many
universities’ administrative systems. The liberal vision of higher education is dying on
its feet, strangled by state control and Soviet-style structures. Since freedom must be
at the heart of liberal educational values then free markets must be more consistent
with its development than the state, which is simply an organisation, as North nicely
put it, ‘with a comparative advantage in violence’37.
In conclusion, my proposals would involve change as dramatic as the dissolution of
the monasteries – institutions which provide a fascinating historical parallel –
however, the potential benefits are enormous. Universities exist in a competitive
global economy. They may react, to use Porter's generic strategies38, either by trying
to gain some cost advantage over their rivals or by seeking to differentiate their
products. The challenge of these proposals is that they would achieve both and give
the UK a comparative advantage in the substance if not the shell of higher education
that would boost the economy and benefit students and academics. Whilst one would
obviously shed a tear for the fate of university chancellors, vice-chancellors, boards of
governors, bureaucrats and others, that tear may just be worth shedding in the
interests of economic efficiency.
Stephen Copp39
[* This version reflects the text of the article as published in (2002) 25 Society of
Legal Scholars Reporter 29 – 33 but is not a facsimile copy of it.]
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